Guidelines for submissions

The Armenian Poetry Project invites authors of Armenian heritage, or, individuals who write poems relating to the Armenian world, to submit their work for consideration.

1. Poems must be written in Armenian, English or French and must NOT be translations.

2. Armenian text must be in UNICODE. For information on how to prepare your PC or Mac for Unicode, click on this link [http://www.armunicode.org/en/fonts/unicode/](http://www.armunicode.org/en/fonts/unicode/), or, go to Apple help page. To change your text into Unicode, use this transliteration page: [http://www.armenians.com/translit/](http://www.armenians.com/translit/)

3. Up to 5 pieces are accepted for consideration. Send these by email along with a cover letter, short biography and a JPG picture.

4. Copyright must be included as well as information regarding previous publication.

Lola Koundakjian, Curator and Producer
ArmenianPoetryProject[at]gmail.com